Abstract-Phase noise performance of ring oscillator based digital fractional-N phase-locked loops (FNPLLs) is severely compromised by conflicting bandwidth requirements to simultaneously suppress oscillator phase and quantization noise introduced by the time-to-digital converter (TDC), fractional divider, and digital-to-analog converter (DAC). As a consequence, their figure-of-merit (FoM J ) that quantifies the power-jitter tradeoff is at least 25 dB worse than their LC-oscillator-based FNPLL counterparts. This paper seeks to close this performance gap by extending PLL bandwidth (BW) using quantization noise cancellation techniques and by employing a dual-path digital loop filter to suppress the detrimental impact of DAC quantization noise. Fabricated in 65 nm CMOS process, the proposed FNPLL operates over a wide frequency range of 2.0-5.5 GHz using a modified extended range multi-modulus divider with seamless switching. The proposed digital FNPLL achieves 1.9 ps rms integrated jitter while consuming only 4 mW at 5 GHz output. The measured in-band phase noise is better than −96 dBc/Hz at 1 MHz offset. The proposed FNPLL achieves wide BW up to 6 MHz using a 50 MHz reference and its FoM J is −228.5 dB, which is the best among all reported ring-based FNPLLs.
or to implement single chip multi-standard-compliant wireline transceivers capable of operating across a wide and continuous range of data-rates [4] [5] [6] [7] . Typically, FNPLLs are implemented using the classical analog charge pump PLL architecture to meet jitter and spurious performance requirements. However, they require a large capacitor to implement the loop filter, which incurs a large area penalty. Further, low supply voltage and transistor imperfections in deeply scaled CMOS process also detrimentally impact the performance of the charge pump and degrade FNPLL performance. To alleviate these drawbacks, FNPLLs are being implemented using highly digital architectures that obviate the need for large capacitors and charge pumps. A digital FNPLL is obtained from a conventional charge-pump FNPLL by replacing the phase detector/charge-pump, and the analog loop filter, by a timeto-digital converter (TDC), and a digital loop filter (DLF), respectively. A digital-to-analog converter (DAC) converts output of the DLF (D C ) to a control voltage (V C ) of the VCO as depicted in Fig. 1(a) .
A digital FNPLL, in principle, offers several advantages compared to its analog counterpart in terms of loop dynamics reconfigurability, scalability to newer process, and smaller silicon area. As a result, digital FNPLLs are particularly well suited for variable and flexible clock generation in area sensitive application such as multi-core processors, chip-to-chip I/O interfaces, and SoCs platforms [1] . However, in practice, quantization errors introduced by the fractional divider (FDIV), TDC, and DAC degrade digital FNPLL performance. As a result, jitter performance of digital FNPLLs, especially those using ring oscillators, is grossly inferior to their analog counterparts [1] , [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . Ring oscillators are extremely low-cost, scalable, and can inherently provide multiple phases with a wide tuning range. A compact ring-based FNPLL with a wide output frequency range can be independently utilized per a microprocessor core [1] or a full flexible I/O transceiver lane [5] . However, ring voltage-controlled oscillators (VCOs) fundamentally have poor phase noise performance compared to LC VCOs. While fractional-N multiplying delay-locked loops (MDLLs) [13] can achieve wider bandwidth (BW) than FNPLLs, they have speed limitation due to the use of selection logic which limits the maximum frequency range.
In view of this, we seek to improve the performance of ring oscillator based digital FNPLLs using a combination of architectural-and circuit-level techniques. To this end, a wide BW ring-based digital FNPLL with a wide output frequency range is presented. The proposed FNPLL achieves low-power, low-jitter performance, by using highly digital/synthesizable enhancement techniques [14] . The quantization errors of TDC and FDIV are suppressed by using a time amplifier (TA) [15] and digital-to-time converter (DTC)-based FDIV noise cancellation [15] , [16] , respectively. Furthermore, a dual-path digital loop filter architecture is proposed to resolve the DAC quantization noise challenge, which is stressed by the large gain of ring VCOs. This architecture helps also to mitigate the limit cycle behavior, typically associated with digital PLLs, and achieves wide PLL BW (>0.1F REF ) to maximize suppression of ring VCO phase noise. To attain a wide output range of 2.0-5.5 GHz, a multi-modulus divider (MMD) with wide programmable division range is required. However, using a conventional extended range MMD [17] , the fractional operation fails at boundaries extension with a division factor changing between N and N + 1. In this work, we propose a modified extended range MMD that enables seamless switching at the boundaries extension. The prototype digital FNPLL achieves 1.9 ps rms integrated jitter while consuming only 4 mW at 5 GHz. It achieves a jitter-power figure-ofmerit (FoM J ) of −228.5 dB, which is the best among all reported ring-based FNPLLs.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II entails the design trade-offs of ring-based digital FNPLLs. Design details of the proposed ring-based FNPLL are described in Section III. Design and analysis of extended range multi-modulus divider is presented in Section IV. The circuit implementation of critical building blocks of the digital FNPLL is illustrated in Section V. The measured results from the test chip are shown in Section VI. Finally, the key contributions of this work are summarized in Section VII.
II. RING-BASED DIGITAL FNPLL DESIGN TRADEOFFS
There are four primary sources of output jitter in a fractional-N DPLL, namely, quantization errors of TDC, DAC, fractional divider (FDIV) and phase noise of VCO. The impact of these quantization errors can be mitigated by noise cancellation or suppression techniques. Suppressing quantization errors introduces conflicting bandwidth (BW) requirements, which typically results in an increased power consumption. To elucidate this further, the TDC and FDIV quantization errors are low-pass filtered, while VCO phase noise is suppressed by a high pass transfer function. Due to this conflicting BW requirement, low noise digital FNPLLs either employ a high resolution TDC or a low noise oscillator, both of which increase power dissipation. In view of this, all digital FNPLLs with reasonable output jitter have employed LC VCOs [15] , [16] , [18] as they exhibit superior phase noise performance and power efficiency compared to ring-based VCOs. This can be quantified by a widely used VCO figureof-merit (FoM OSC ) defined as:
where ω o is the VCO frequency, L ( ω) is the phase noise at offset ω, and P mW is the oscillator power consumption in mW. FoM OSC of LC-VCOs is fundamentally higher than ring VCOs [19] , which is manifested by about 20 dB performance gap in a recent survey [20] . This translates to a similar performance gap of at least 25 dB in the FoM J of state-of-theart ring-and LC-based FNDPLLs [see Fig. 1(b) ]. However, LC VCOs have several drawbacks: first, they require thick metal layers, large silicon area, and do not scale with CMOS process. Second, LC VCOs with high quality factor (Q) have a very narrow tuning range. Additionally, generation of multiple clock phases requires additional circuitry of quadrature VCOs [21] , I/Q dividers [6] , poly-phase filters [7] , or delay locked loops (DLLs) [4] . Therefore, LC VCOs are not preferred for area-sensitive applications that require multiple clock phases and/or wide output frequency range. Fig. 2(a) shows the simulated phase noise of ring-based digital FNPLL when the PLL BW was chosen low enough to make the contribution of quantization errors to the output phase noise negligible. In this particular example, we assumed a second-order -based FDIV, a conventional TDC with a 15 ps resolution, a 5 bit DAC driven by a second-order modulator clocked at 156 MHz, and a K VCO of 1 GHz/V. The BW is chosen to be about 500 kHz and the reference frequency is 50 MHz with the free running ring VCO phase noise of −87 dBc/Hz at 1 MHz offset. Due to the low BW, the total output phase noise is dominated by the VCO phase noise resulting in a large integrated jitter of about 6.7 ps rms . In the other extreme case, when the PLL BW is increased to as high as 5 MHz (≈ F REF /10), VCO phase noise is sufficiently suppressed as depicted in Fig. 2(b) . However, output phase noise is dominated by quantization errors from TDC, FDIV, and DAC. The integrated jitter is larger than 16 ps rms in this case. The large frequency drift across temperature of ring VCOs mandates a large gain (K VCO ≈ 1 GHz/V) to maintain lock across temperature. This leads to a higher impact of DAC quantization noise at the PLL output.
A. Quantization Noise Cancellation
Digital quantization noise cancellation (QNC) techniques are used to cancel FDIV quantization error at the output of the TDC [18] , thereby greatly reducing its impact. For accurate cancellation, the cancellation gain is computed in background using an all-digital least-mean square (LMS) correlation technique. In this architecture, the wide dynamic range requirement of the TDC increases its power consumption and compromises its linearity performance, and consequently degrades jitter and spurious performance of the digital FNPLL. Additionally, the TDC must have fine effective resolution (t res ) to achieve low in-band phase noise. Assuming the TDC quantization noise (S q TDC ) is uniformly distributed, The output phase noise due to TDC (S TDC ) can be calculated as [15] :
where NTF TDC (f) is the noise transfer function of TDC noise to the output, and G(f) is the unity-gain PLL close-loop transfer function. Our objective is to develop low-power BW extension techniques to suppress ring-VCO phase noise and leverage its merits of wide range, multi-phases, and low cost, while achieving performance close to LC-based PLLs.
III. PROPOSED DIGITAL FNPLL ARCHITECTURE
The detailed block diagram of the proposed digital fractional-N PLL (FNPLL) is depicted in Fig. 3 . A time amplifier (TA) magnifies the input phase difference between reference and feedback clocks, which is then digitized using a 4 bit coarse delay-line based TDC. The implementation details of the TA-TDC is similar to [15] . The PLL has a type-II response using a proportional-integral loop filter structure. The thermometer-coded TDC output directly controls the digitally controlled ring oscillator (DCRO) and implements a fast proportional control. The slow integral control path accumulates the 4 bit binary TDC output, which is synchronized to the DAC clock (F DS ), and scaled by K I . The DTC is added in the feedback path to cancel quantization noise in time domain and implement a truly fractional divider [16] . This limits input range of the TDC and as a result, it operates in the random noise limited region, as the reference and feedback clocks are now aligned as in the case of an integer-N PLL. Consequently, wide dynamic range requirement of the TDC is alleviated, and a low-power, high-resolution, narrow-range TDC can be used [14] , [15] . The output of the TDC is used in a LMS correlation algorithm to scale the DTC gain needed to implement precise QNC. Using the QNC scheme and a high resolution TDC (∼ 2 ps), both in-band and out-of-band phase noise performance are greatly enhanced. As a result, at a wide PLL BW of F REF /10, which is about 5 MHz in this example, the output integrated jitter is reduced to about 2.5 ps rms . Further improvement in jitter performance is possible by mitigating DAC quantization noise, which dominates phase noise above 10 MHz offsets.
A. Dual-Path DAC
The conventional implementation of a digital loop filter encompasses adding the proportional and integral paths in digital domain as illustrated in Fig. 4(a) . The output of the loop filter is mapped using a DAC to control the VCO frequency. The output phase noise due to DAC (S DAC ) can be calculated using:
where NTF DAC (f) is the band-pass noise transfer function of DAC noise to the output, S q DAC is the DAC quantization noise, V DAC is DAC full-scale voltage range, m DAC is DAC number of bits, and F S is DAC sampling frequency. The sinc(f/F S ) term is due to the DAC zero-order hold for discretetime to continuous-time conversion. As the required VCO frequency range increases, larger K VCO is used, therefore a higher resolution DAC is needed to reduce the impact of its quantization noise. In order to reduce the hardware complexity of high resolution DACs [18] , [22] , DAC architecture is typically employed in DPLLs [1] , [23] , [24] , where a digital modulator with order (p), usually clocked at a higher sampling frequency F DS , drives a single-or a multi-bit DAC (m DAC ) to shape the quantization noise as shown in Fig. 4 . The output phase noise due to quantization error of DAC can be expressed as:
A low-pass filter, H LPF (f), helps to suppress DAC shaped noise. Fig. 5(a) shows the magnitude response of NTF DAC (f). But H LPF (f) adds loop latency and may impact PLL stability at wide BW setting. To quantify this, behavioral simulations were performed at 5 GHz output using a 50 MHz reference, and the following parameters: 5 MHz PLL BW, K VCO = 1 GHz/V, V DAC = 0.7 V, m DAC = 5 bits, F DS = 156 MHz, and second-order filter H LPF (f) with poles at 16 MHz and 32 MHz. The limit cycle behavior increases the output integrated jitter to 3.5 ps rms as opposed to 2.5 ps rms calculated using the linear model. Increasing the oversampling clock frequency F DS by four times to 624 MHz reduces DAC noise and a 2 ps rms integrated jitter can be achieved. But this increases DAC power consumption by four times. Besides, it may degrade the dynamic linearity performance of the DAC. Static and dynamic DAC non-linearity folds shaped quantization noise into in-band, and may limit the overall PLL Reducing the low-pass filter, H LPF (f), bandwidth helps to reduce the impact of DAC imperfections, but as mentioned earlier, it also increases loop delay. To circumvent this, VCO control is split into two paths: a fast proportional control path with a small VCO gain K PP , and a slow integral control path with a large K VCO as shown in Fig. 4(b) . A fast 4 bit Nyquist DAC P directly controlled by TDC output helps to minimize loop latency and eliminates any limit cycle behavior. This limits jitter peaking even with a very wide BW of F REF /8. The PLL loop BW is mainly defined by the proportional control K PP as expressed by loop gain transfer function:
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This architecture decoupled DAC I filtering from loop BW. Hence, DAC I quantization noise can be aggressively filtered as illustrated by the NTF DAC (f) in Fig. 5(a) . Dual-path loop filter architecture was used in the context of analog PLLs [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] to set the integral and proportional path gains independently. In [24] , dual-path was exploited to implement integral path in digital domain in a hybrid PLL architecture. Both these architectures are susceptible to static phase offset due to mismatch between integral and analog proportional paths. In our architecture, both proportional and integral paths are implemented in digital and are driven by the same TDC. This greatly reduces the phase offset between the two paths.
Using the dual-path DAC structure, where the filter poles are set at 1 MHz and 10 MHz, and a PLL BW of 5 MHz, DAC quantization noise is greatly filtered well below VCO phase noise. This aggressive filtering also helps to reduce the impact of DAC non-linear errors as demonstrated in Fig. 5(b) . Output phase noise plot of the proposed fractional-N PLL is shown Fig. 6 , where it is now only dominated by VCO phase noise. The simulated output integrated jitter is about 1.65 ps rms . Further improvement in jitter performance is only possible by further increasing PLL BW at the expense of a higher reference frequency. Next, we will discuss the implementation details of the proposed extended range MMD and other key building blocks.
IV. MULTI-MODULUS DIVIDER (MMD)
The proposed fractional-N PLL provides a wide range of output frequencies (2.0-5.5 GHz) and can operate with a reference clock in a frequency range of 50-100 MHz. A programmable divider with a wide division range (20-110) is needed to achieve this. The pulse swallow divider architecture [30] can provide such a wide programmable division range [31] using a dual-modulus prescaler and two synchronous counters. However, it consumes large power as it relies on high speed synchronous counters. In [32] , a multi-modulus divider (MMD) architecture was proposed, in which a series of divide-by-2/3 cells are connected similar to a ripple counter. The power consumption is reduced significantly because: 
where n is the number of divide-by-2/3 cells and P is the n bit division control signal. The division range of this conventional MMD is limited to 2 n to 2 n+1 − 1 (e.g., for n = 6, division range is from 64 to 127), which is not sufficient for PLLs with a wide output range. The division range can be extended by deactivating the last stage using OR gates [17] . However, this approach is susceptible to erroneous division operation when the division factor is dynamically changed as is the case in a fractional-N PLL. For example, when division factor switches between 63 (5-stages) to 64 (6-stages), the six divideby-2/3 stage needs to be activated back and forth. Under this condition, undefined state of the deactivated cell may cause fractional operation to fail. We further elucidate this particular issue next and present an alternate MMD architecture to overcome it. A basic divide-by-2/3 circuit depicted in Fig. 7 (a) divides by 2 when the control signal P = 0, and by 3 when P = 1. The divide-by-2/3 circuit consists basically of two positive latches, namely LP1 and LP2, and two negative latches, namely LN1 and LN2. The latches outputs are defined as Q P1 , Q P2 , Q N1 , and Q N2 and the divider state is defined as [Q N1 Q N2 , Q P1 Q P2 ], where next state is calculated using: Q
, and Q + N2 = Q P2 · P. In case of P = 0, latch LN2 input is set to zero, and the circuit behaves as a standard divide-by-2 circuit. The output signal M OUT = Q P2 , is just a delayed version of Q N1 (by half clock cycle). There are four allowed states, the shaded states represent states with M OUT = 1. In case of P = 1, latch LN2 is active, Q N2 is a delayed version of Q N1 (one clock cycle). As a result, a slower feedback is added to the main feedback signal Q N2 using a NOR gate, and latch LP1 input is held zero for two clock cycles (as opposed to one). The state diagram is illustrated in Fig. 7(c) , where division cycle repeats after six state transitions (i.e., three clock cycles). The output signal M OUT = 1 represents a divide-by-3 clock with 33% duty cycle.
The divide-by-2/3 circuit used in MMD [17] has a modulus control (M IN ) as shown in Fig. 8(a) . It uses an extra AND gate, such that it divides-by-3 only when both control inputs P and M IN are high. Next state of LP2 is updated as: Q + P2 = Q N1 · M IN . When M IN = 0, the lower feedback path is disabled and the circuit behaves as a divide-by-2 circuit (i.e., F OUT = F IN /2) and output signal M OUT is set to zero. Fig. 8(b) shows a complete state diagram of the divide-by-2/3 circuit. It combines the state diagrams in Fig. 7 [2, 2] . Division range from 4 to 7 can be realized by cascading two divideby-2/3 cells. To extend division range from 2 to 7, an OR gate is inserted to bypass the second stage [17] in the case of divide-by-2 or 3 as shown in Fig. 9(a) . In this case, MSB of the 3 bit control signal (P 2 = 0) sets the modulus control M 1 = 1. The detailed timing diagrams for division operations from 2 to 7 are shown in Fig. 10 , where the states of both stages are highlighted around their input clocks (CLK IN and F 1 ). For example, during divide-by-4 operation, control signal is (P 2 P 1 P 0 = 100) and the state transition path of first stage repeats with the following sequence:
In fractional-N PLLs, MMD division factor changes dynamically according to the output of modulator. Hence, it is critical to load the P-control signal on the positive edge, such that it remains fixed during the whole division operation as shown in Fig. 9(a) . As mentioned earlier, when the division factor changes across extension boundaries (e.g., P changes from 3 to 4), the first division operation fails as illustrated by the timing diagram in Fig. 11(a) . Because the bypassed second stage is dividing F 1 by 3 its state keeps changing and is not controlled each time extension is enabled. Therefore, modulus control signals M 1 changes incorrectly and starts the divideby-4 operation from an unknown state ( [2, 0] in this example), instead of state [2, 1] . As a result, the first half of the divideby-4 operation (i.e., two clock cycles) is bypassed, resulting in a glitch and effectively a wrong divide-by-5 operation.
By observing the second stage behavior during division operations from 4 to 7 (see Fig. 10 ), we identify that state [2, 1] , which indicates the start of division operation, is common to all four cases. This state resides before CLK OUT goes high and the new P control factor is loaded. Therefore, when the second stage is bypassed, we resets its state to [2, 1], so as to achieve seamless switching when the extension is enabled. The proposed MMD with a division range from 2 to 7 is shown in Fig. 9(b) , where a reset port (RSTB) is added to deactivate the second stage when the lower division range (2 to 3) is used (RSTB = P 2 ). The same modified cell can also be used in the first stage to ensure that the first division operation on start-up is correct. Fig. 11(b) shows the timing diagram of the proposed MMD when the division factor is switched from 3 to 4. Now, state of the second stage remains fixed to [2, 1] during the divide-by-3 operation. When P changes from 3 to 4, second stage is activated (RSTB = 1) to perform a divide-by-2 operation. In this example, its state is changed to [0, 1] as P 1 = 0 and to [1, 1] if P 1 = 1 for divideby-6 or 7 operation.
Compared to solutions [33] , [34] that use multiplexers and extra logic to ensure seamless switching across only one extension boundary, the proposed solution has minimum added hardware and can be generalized to realize seamless operation across multiple extension boundaries. Fig. 12 shows detailed block diagram of the proposed extended range MMD. It is composed of six divide-by-2/3 cells with a reset port plus extension control logic with a reload register. It is crucial to use proper clock signal to update the new P control factor as described before. Therefore, for a division range from 16 to 63, the fifth stage can be switched back and forth, and the modulus M 3 clock is used to reload the new P control factor. The modulus M 4 clock is used for a division range from 32 to 127. A 2×1 multiplexer is used to select the output clock according to the required range. The MMD operates with an input clock frequency of up to 6 GHz, where the first divide-by-2/3 cell is implemented using true single phase clocked (TSPC) DFFs to reduce the power consumption, while the other five cells are implemented using standard-cell CMOS latches.
V. BUILDING BLOCKS

A. Digitally Controlled Ring Oscillator (DCRO)
The schematic of the proposed split-tuned digitally controlled ring oscillator (DCRO) is shown in Fig. 13 . The ring-VCO core is composed of four pseudo differential delay cells. Each delay cell is implemented using two current starved CMOS inverters with a resistor feed-forward coupling (R F ) for differential operation. The current drawn by the delay cells combines the proportional and integral paths to control the oscillator frequency. For the fast proportional path, the 15-level thermometer-coded TDC output (D P ) directly controls the DCRO frequency through a 4 bit current-mode DAC P . The cell current can be varied to control the PLL bandwidth. The 14 bit accumulator output, D I , of the slow integral path is truncated to 5 bits using a second-order error-feedback based digital modulator. The output of modulator is converted to 31-levels thermometer-code to minimize the differential nonlinearity (DNL) of the 5 bit current DAC I . Unit cells in the DAC are sized to improve static linearity, while adding a DFF in each cell and matching clock routing improves dynamic linearity. The output control current of DAC I is converted to voltage by programmable resistor R 1 , where the voltage control range is maximized. The frequency range of the integral control has to be large enough to maintain DPLL lock across temperature variations. At 5 GHz, simulation results shows the VCO frequency varies about 300 MHz (6%) as temperature changes from −40°C to 125°C. The current source transistor M 1 is sized to realize a large K VCO of 1 GHz/V to maintain lock across temperature. A third-order lowpass filter with the third pole located at the drain of current source transistor, M 1 , suppresses the shaped quantization error.
The bandwidth of the third-order low-pass filter of the integral path can be lowered aggressively to less than 1 MHz with no stability concerns even for a wide DPLL bandwidth of F REF /10 = 5 MHz.
B. Fractional Divider
The detailed implementation of the fractional divider is shown in Fig. 14 . The output frequency is controlled using a 27 bit input frequency control word (FCW), where the 7 MSBs represent the integer part (N) and the remaining 20 LSBs denote the fractional part (α) of the division ratio, N + α. The 20 bit fractional bits are truncated to 9 bits using a second-order modulator, which is implemented using an error-feedback architecture. A 15 bit linear feedback shift register (LFSR) generates a dither signal that can be added to the LSBs. The 9 bit output drives an accumulator, that acts as a first-order modulator, where the accumulator carry, O , is added to the integer control (N) to control the MMD. As a result, MMD is dithered between N and N + 1 such that the average division ratio is N + α. The error resulting from truncating 20 bits to 1 bit, denoted as e Q , appears as phase quantization error at the output of the MMD. The accumulator sum, represents the quantization error signal, e Q , which is converted to an equivalent phase quantization error using a DTC to realize a QNC scheme in time domain [15] , [16] . The gain of DTC is PVT-sensitive and is calibrated using a background LMS algorithm based on the correlation between TDC OUT , which contains residual e Q , and e Q itself [16] . The 9 bit DTC is implemented using an 8 stages digitally controlled delay line (DCDL), with a 0.5 ps resolution, similar to the one in [15] and [35] .
VI. MEASUREMENT RESULTS
A prototype ring-based digital FNPLL was fabricated in 65 nm CMOS process and its die photograph is shown in Fig. 15 . It occupies an active area of 0.084 mm 2 . A standard 50 MHz external crystal oscillator was used to provide a reference clock that has about 0.8 ps rms measured integrated jitter from 10 kHz to 20 MHz and a noise floor of −147 dBc/Hz. The output frequency can be tuned from 2.0 GHz to 5.5 GHz using a 27 bit FCW, with an approximate frequency resolution of 50 Hz. At 5 GHz output frequency, the total power consumption is less than 4 mW at a supply voltage of 0.9 V, while at 2.5 GHz the FNPLL consumes about 1.35 mW from a supply voltage of 0.7 V. The chip is characterized using Agilent N9000A spectrum analyzer (SA) and Agilent E5052B signal source analyzer (SSA). The measured phase noise of the digital FNPLL at 5.2 GHz is shown in Fig. 16 . With a wide bandwidth of 5 MHz, integrated jitter from 10 kHz to 100 MHz is about 1.75 ps rms in both integer and fractional-N modes, while the reference spur is about −44 dBc. The relatively high reference spur is attributed to the wide BW and the reduced filtering in the proportional path. An in-band phase noise of −97 dBc/Hz is achieved at 1 MHz offset. To illustrate effectiveness of DTC-based quantization noise cancellation, digital FNPLL phase noise is measured with and without DTC calibration. When DTC calibration is turned off, quantization noise is not completely cancelled and the residual error saturates the narrow range TDC. This dramatically increases in-band phase noise resulting in an increase of integrated jitter from 1.8 ps rms to about 8.9 ps rms .
The measured phase noise at 5 GHz with in-band fractional spurs is shown in Fig. 17. Fig. 18 shows the measured output spectrum where the worst case fractional spur is less than −41.6 dBc at 196 kHz fractional offset frequency. Measured fractional spur and integrated jitter are plotted as a function of output fractional frequency offset in Fig. 19 . This indicates a worst-case jitter of less than 1.9 ps rms . Fig. 20 shows the measured phase noise for two different BW settings at 5 GHz output. The bandwidth is controlled by changing the proportional DAC P current. In case of a narrow BW setting of 0.3 MHz, phase noise is dominated by the VCO resulting in a relatively high integrated jitter of 3.45 ps rms . On the other hand, an excellent jitter of 1.85 ps rms is achieved with a wide BW setting of 6 MHz (around F REF /8). No jitter peaking or limit cycle behavior was observed. Measured integrated jitter, plotted as a function of loop bandwidth in Fig. 21 , illustrates greater than 3 MHz bandwidth is needed to achieve integrated jitter < 1.9 ps rms .
The performance summary and comparison with state-ofthe-art ring-based digital FNPLLs are shown in Table I . The proposed architecture achieves the lowest normalized in-band noise by about 21 dB. This work achieves performance comparable to LC-based FNPLLs while maintaining the merits of ring VCOs. As shown in Fig. 22 , the proposed digital FNPLL achieves the best FoM J of −228.5 dB that reflects jitter and power trade-off. It also outperforms the best reported ringbased analog FNPLL [36] by about 3 dB, while occupying 8× less area.
VII. CONCLUSION
Ring-based digital FNPLL clock generation offers several advantage in area sensitive applications such as multi-core processors, chip-to-chip I/O interfaces, and SoCs platforms. Ring oscillators are extremely low-cost, compact, scalable, and can inherently provide multiple phases with a wide tuning range, but they suffer from poor phase noise performance. In this paper, we developed PLL bandwidth extension techniques to suppress ring VCO phase noise to leverage its merits, while achieving performance close to LC-based PLLs. A low-power, wide-bandwidth ring-based digital FNPLL with excellent jitter performance and wide output frequency range is demonstrated. It employs a 9 bit DTC-based fractional divider that alleviates TDC dynamic range requirements and a low-power, high-resolution 4 bit TDC to achieve low in-band phase noise. A dual-path loop filter architecture is used to suppress DAC noise and minimize loop latency.
A modified extended range multi-modulus divider (MMD) is proposed that enables seamless switching at extension range boundaries. As a result, a wide output frequency range is realized at low power consumption. The measured results indicate an excellent jitter performance, low in-band phase noise, and wide PLL bandwidth of F REF /8 with no limit cycles.
